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Insurance: For your protection, all Cummins products are covered under the Cummins comprehensive warranty. All credits
and repairs are provided for a minimum one year or 36,000 miles of vehicle operation. All credits and repairs are provided for
a minimum one year or 36,000 miles of vehicle operation. You can connect and sync Cummins powertrains and accessories to
car via a factory diagnostic port. Connect Cummins devices to your vehicle via the factory diagnostic port that is located in the
top of your valve cover. Diagnostic port can be attached to a factory diagnostic port plug and tested with a number of vehicles
diagnostic scan tools. Through the Cummins Online Resource Center, you can gain access to a free library of service manuals,
certifications, training, online training courses, technical articles and more. With the Cummins online resource center, you will
have access to a free library of service manuals, certifications, training, online training courses, technical articles and more. In

addition, you can get started with online training courses that covers engine diagnostics and electronic engine information.
How to read an engine diagnostic code. There are four codes associated with the Cummins engine. They are as follows: RQM -
the reserve quantity monitoring, RKT - the reserve temperature, QME - the quality monitoring, TKC - the timing controller. If
you are searching to get a FREE Cummins repair estimate, then this is the right service to get in contact with us. A Cummins
oil change is a very important service that we are able to do for you at our dealership. You can use our pricing guide to know
more about our oil change prices. If you need a specific cylinder head, we can be of more help to you. We also have an easy-

to-use engine parts guide that you can use to find the right engine part for your needs.
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